
Specific Heat of a Metal Lab     Do Not Write on this Page! 
 
Purpose: Identify an unknown metal using calorimetry and specific heat. 
 
Procedure: 
1. Start a hot water bath in a beaker. Be sure the water level will cover the metal cube 
when submerged.  Bring the water to a boil as you proceed with the steps below. 
2. Measure 75 mL of tap water and record the mass on your data table (don’t forget to 
subtract out the mass of the beaker!). Pour the 75 mL of water into the calorimeter. 
3. Measure and record the temperature of the water in the calorimeter on your data table 
as Tinitial for the water.  
4. Place a metal cube into the boiling water for three minutes. Be careful not to drop the 
metal cube into the beaker. Take the temperature of the boiling water and record as 
Tinitial for the metal cube. 
5. Using tongs, remove the metal cube from the boiling water and quickly transfer it to 
the calorimeter containing the 75 mL of H2O. 
6. Record the highest temperature of the water and record as Tfinal for the water and the 
metal.  
 
Data and Calculations: 
Copy this data table and answer all questions on your paper! 

Substance Mass 
(in g) T initial T final 

∆T (T final-T 
initial) 

c, specific heat 
capacity 

q, energy 
released/absorbed 

Water       
Metal       
 
1. Calculate q for water using q= m c ∆T 
2. Why does qwater = - qmetal? 
3. Calculate specific heat for the metal using q= m c ∆T.   
4. Using the chart below, identify the metal based on the specific heat capacity 
 Steel           0.46 J/(g x °C)   Lead           0.130 J/(g x °C) 
 Aluminum  0.903 J/(g x °C)  Brass          0.376 J/(g x °C) 
 Gold           0.129 J/(g x °C)  Niobum      0.265 J/(g x °C) 
 
If qwater = - qmetal, then we can set the two equations equal to solve more complex 
problems involving heat flow…..  
 
5. A 50.6 g sample of gold metal is heated and put into 104 g of water at 19.7 °C in a 
calorimeter. If the final temperature of the gold sample and the water is 24.3 °C, what 
was the temperature of the gold sample when it was placed in the water? 
 
6. If 40.0 g of water at 70.0 °C is mixed with 40.0 g of niobum at 10.0 °C, what is the final 
temperature of the mixture?  
 
7.  There is a key assumption to problems # 5 & 6.  Based on your experience with the 
lab, what did we assume about the transfer of energy in #5 &6, which may not be true? 


